Franklin Electric constant pressure systems use a variable speed controller to put your water system on cruise control.

Leave insufficient water pressure behind with an affordable, easy-to-install pressure solution.

www.constantpressure.com

Franklin Electric is a leading global provider of complete water systems for residential, agricultural, commercial and industrial applications.

WATER PRESSURE

A little change can make a big difference
Whether you have a municipal system or a private well, Franklin Electric has a constant pressure solution for you.

By using a Franklin Electric constant pressure controller to vary the speed of the pump, your water pressure will keep up with your home’s demand.

**Constant Pressure for Municipal Systems**
Traditional municipal systems use city water lines to deliver water to your home. Depending on pipes and distance from the water main, pressure may not always be adequate.

**Constant Pressure for Private Well Systems**
Traditional water well systems use a single-speed motor and pump to move water from the well to your home. However, when your demand for water increases, the pump speed stays the same.

So stop scheduling your day around water usage, add value to your home and use water more effectively. Finally, it’s possible to run the shower, wash the laundry and water the garden, all at the same time – with increased and consistent pressure.

Want more information?
Learn more about water systems and the benefits of constant pressure at [www.constantpressure.com](http://www.constantpressure.com)
Powered by Franklin Electric, America’s leader in constant pressure technology.